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DSyiNITION OF SYMBOLS USED 

A = Absorption Coefficient  in dB/kyd. 

3 = Leakage Coefficient  in dB/kyd. 

f = Pretruencv in kHz. 

H = Duct  depth  in  feet. 

n = Sea State. 

R = Rant-e  in kilcvards. 

t = Te-perature  (decrees C). 

T = TerT:perafure   (decrees  P). 
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UNLIMITED 1. 

A NEW FORMULA FOR  CALCULATING ACOUSTIC  PROPAGATION LOSS 
IN A SURFACE DUCT     """""""" ~" 

PRECIS 

1. This note describes the development of a formula for the calculation of the 
acoustic propagation loss in a surface isothermal duct. The formula derived is 
an empirical fit to a number of experimental measurements which embrace a limited 
range of the factors affecting acoustic propagation loss, and extrapolation out- 
Birfe th*«pe limits Bhould obviouBly be regarded with caution. The variation of 
propagation loss with depth within the duct has not been investigated due to lack 

of data. 

2, Comparison of the measured results with the new formula indicate a mean 
error of typically less than t 2  dB, with a standard deviation of 7 ^B on indivi- 
dual readings. A total of 438 measured propagation loss values has been used 
from four different sources. 
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INTRODUCTION 

). It  had been found  ti.at  the  latest  version of the  formula *ri.ven by Saxton 
(Ref.   l)   ~ave duct  propi^tion  losses which were  greater than the measured 
values  on a numoer  of occasions.    For this  reason,   a systematic study of the 
differences  between measured values and those  predicted  by the Saxton formula was 
undertaken. 

PROPAGATION LAW 

/*..        Usinr the BymholB already defined,  the sirmlified Sarton duct  propagation 
loss mav  be written:— 

Loss   (dB)   -  20  lor R + 60 + (A + B) R 

for short ranges (R $ (0.122 H)0*5) 

or   Loss (dB) ■ 10 log R + 5 log  H + 50.9 + (A + B) R 

0 c 

for lOO« ranpes (R > (0.122 H) '-") 

5, This note is concerned with the values of the coefficients A and B 
(Absorption and leakage coefficients). 

ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT 

6. The coefficient used by Sacton was:- 

0.28 „2 
A = (dB/kyd) 

7.   In the present formula, a more recent expression derived by Hall (Ref. 2) 

nas been used:- 

1.77^ f 
1.5 

32.768 + ?  1 +^ 

0.65053 ft f2   0.026G47 r 

T~.W l~n ■ + 
ft- ♦ f 

7 

where  f^  = 21.9 x 10 

(et + 118^ 
\t + 273 / 

8. Fir. 1 shows a comparison of these two absorption coefficients over the 
frequency ran.^e 1 to 10 kHz for temperatures of 400F and 600F. The new formula 
is cumbersome to use, but does fit experimental data much more closely than 
previous formulae. 

LEAKAGE COEFFICIENT 

9. Saxton^ expression for this coefficient has been CT.ven in various forms, 

a commonly used one beinp 

K lop- f 

173 (H)0-S 
(1.4)" (dB/kyd) 

where K is an empirical constant whose value has been changed from time to time, 
a tvoical value beinp l600. 
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10. Uninr this expression for the leakage coeffiriert and the IMM absorption 
coefficient, Veoretical duct propa.Tation losses were compared with four sets of 
experimental data, cumpnsinr a total of 438 measurements. The main characteris- 
tics of the data (ranre of parameters encountered) are /nven in Appendix I. 

11, For convenience of presentation, the differences between theoretical and 
measured loss values r.ave been grouped into quasi-lcranthmic ranre classes, mA 
the mean error has boen olotted ar the mean ran,-e of the olass (Fir. 2).  'Error 
is nere define-i as the measured loss subtracted from the calculated loss. 

1-   It will be note.l that there is an obvious ran£^-dependent component in the 
mean errors for all four Mtl of data, and that additionally the errors for the 
7,5 kH.- data are nirher than tmse for 3.2r- kHr. and 3.5 ^H:'.. 

13   Tre -anre^ppendent error component indicated that the emoirica: scaiinr 
factor in the coefficient B (- 1 -00) required modification to obtain a rood fit 
to the data; the frequenc.v^iependent error component surrested that the 'lor f 
factor in the coefficient should be changed. A linear frequency dependence 
seemed appropriate, since this choice also removes the anomalous effect if *ne 

formula is used belov; 1 klh'.. 

U,  The denominator of tlM coefficient B was also chan-ed to ta<e into account 
tie •llfthl variation ^f fty curvature due to temperature, as ir. the onrmal 
Saxton expression, but this had little effect compared v.ith the other changes 

detailed above. 

ir.  As a result of these three chants the final expression chosen for the 

leakage coefficient is:- 

, „ ^Ll -— (^.4)n       (dB/k:M) 
«1452 + J.5I) H)u^ 

16.      fig,   3 shovs  the mean err-rs  obtained usinp the new formula,and it  is 
apparent that  the formula drives a much better fit  to the experimental data.     It 
should be emphasised here that  the frequencies used were 3.25,   3.5 and 7.5 >cHzv 

and  that  the rani?« of environmental conditions  is  limited as detailed in 
Appendix I,   extrapolation outside the ran^e of conditions considered may invali- 
date the formula,  especiaUy,   for instance,  with a shallow duct  at  lo- frequencies. 
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APPENDIX I;     SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

Data 1 Data 2 Data  3 Data 4 

Frequency (kHz) ^.25 3.5 3.^ 7.t 

Number of Reading 174 15 159 90 

Ranp?e of Duct Depth (feet) SO to 220 130 140 to  200 £0 to 210 

Ranfre of Sea State 2-3 to 4-5 2 3 2-3 to 4-5 

Rr.nre of Temperature    P 64 to 76 64 59 to 62 65 to 76 

Ranre of Ranges  (kyrtp) 1  to  U i to 51 4 to   K) 1  to 28 
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FIG.I.   ABSORPTION COEFFICIENT COMPARISON 
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FIG    2     MEAN ERRORS   USING   SAXTON   EQUATION 
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FIG. 3.   MEAN  ERRORS USING NEW  FORMULA 
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